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To this point, what is the greatest legacy of the Hornet?

The airplane’s real legacy is its record of  service to the nation, def ending the f leet and
supporting troops ashore. But f rom a programmatic perspective, the evolutionary
development of  the F/A-18 has been a phenomenal success and a tribute to all of  the f olks
who’ve preceded me in this program.

The A through D models had a f airly normal progression, but then we took the leap to Super
Hornet. I was a test pilot during its development and the big things we would emphasize were
increased range, increased endurance, increased perf ormance, more carrying capability,
better bring-back and survivability enhancements. It ’s a tanker as well and it was 90 percent
common avionics-wise with the A through D Hornet.

We’ll also start focusing on anti-surface warfare. What Growler
brings is the ability to detect electronic systems and localize them,
working with the synergies between airplanes. The EA-18G will also
enhance our capabilities in the maritime environment against threat
systems there. Really, we’re just writing the book on the Growler. It’s
exciting to see the variety of ways we can employ an AEA platform
now that it’s part of a fighter. The Next Gen Jammer will be a big part
of this as well.

All of  that contributed to controlled risk. “Let’s build the truck and let’s take advantage of
what’s common and get a new airplane out.” In the meantime, we worked independently on
other avionics development programs with the requisite space, cooling, and power designed
into the airplane to bring together the attributes that make up the Block II.

First  F-35A In-Flight  Missile  Launch
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A two-ship  format ion of  U.S. Marine  Corps F/A-
18C Horne ts f ly a t raining mission during the
Re d Flag 12-3 e xe rcise  March 9, 2012, ove r the
Ne vada Te st  and Training Range . U.S. Air Force
photo by Se nior Airman Bre t t  Clashman

That worked out very well f or us, the whole
cost-risk schedule that we maintained. With
Lot 30, we’ve f inally started building f ull-up
Block II Super Hornets of f  the line. We took
the same kind of  steps with the Growler.
“Let’s take the current Super Hornet and the
ICAP [Improved Capability] III AEA [Airborne
Electronic Attack] suite and let’s jam those”
– no pun intended – “together.” That’s
probably a big enough capability increase
because now you have this AEA suite on a
f ighter with AESA radar, air- to-air missiles,
and all that good stuf f . Independently, we
developed Next Gen Jammer.

The whole f light plan of  the Super Hornet is
based of f  that, taking coordinated,

measured hardware/sof tware capability steps to continue to advance the airplane. We’ve
delivered f airly predictably on what we set out to do.

 

How much longer could the F/A-18 potentially be f lying from the decks of our CVNs?

The A through Ds will be around with the U.S. f or the better part of  the decade-plus,
dependent upon F-35 phasing in.

We continue to advance the Hornet, taking advantage of  data links, smart weapons, and
other things that increase the airplane’s lethality. Our f oreign partners will f ly the Hornet even
longer, so they’re still putting investment dollars into capability, and we’re the benef iciary of
that just as they’ve benef ited f rom our development.

With regard to the Super Hornet, the Navy
plan has always been that the air wing up
through the 2030s combines Super Hornet,
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A Supe r Horne t  is put  through its pace s. This
se cond ge ne rat ion of  Horne t , o f te n calle d  the
Rhino, provide s the  airf rame  for the  EA-18G
Growle r, o f te n calle d  the  Griz z ly. Boe ing photo

Growler, and F-35. The F-35 will replace the
A through D airplanes. It ’s never been a
Super Hornet replacement. The airplane is
heavily invested f or continued capability
enhancement. That’s on a number of
f ronts.

We’re f ocused on the air- to-air
environment, being able to operate in a
denser electronic attack world because
more and more of  those systems are out
there – in band and out of  band when you
include the IRST [inf rared search track] pod.
You’ve got the Distributed Targeting System
that will be coming out this year f or the air-
to-ground role, an enhancement to rapidly self -generate – at range – GPS-quality weapon
coordinates.

We’ll also start f ocusing on anti-surf ace warf are. What Growler brings is the ability to detect
electronic systems and localize them, working with the synergies between airplanes. The EA-
18G will also enhance our capabilit ies in the marit ime environment against threat systems
there. Really, we’re just writ ing the book on the Growler. It ’s excit ing to see the variety of
ways we can employ an AEA platf orm now that it ’s part of  a f ighter. The Next Gen Jammer
will be a big part of  this as well.

 

What are the chief challenges you face today as PMA-265 program manager?

The challenge right now is uncertainty with all of  the goings-on around sequestration. The
investments we’re making in the F/A-18 remain f airly steady. It ’s more about the adjustments
we make in the near term to support the f leet. But we’re about supporting, sustaining, and
advancing the f leet here – both our operators and the airplanes. We take seriously the ability
to answer any f leet concerns and questions.
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